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More than seventy years after Warren Weaver’s prediction, automatic translation has become a
part of our daily lives, both personally and professionally, even for language specialists. Trans-
lation engines are used by millions of people every day, delivering the best results between
grammatically-similar languages with larger multilingual corpora available, like the English-
Spanish pair. Big translation departments also rely heavily on machine translation based on
custom memories and databases, and translation processes have dramatically changed.
For non-professional users, a service like Google Translate offers draft-quality texts that
are free, almost unlimited and faster than human translations. But automation comes at a
price, specially with regard to unwanted bias, gender-wise and other.
Although Google has attempted on several occasions to remove gender bias from its free
online translation service, it still tends to exhibit predominantly masculine options and shows
a tendency towards perpetuating or exaggerating sexist stereotypes, which adds to other flaws
like a failure to notice text formality, typos and nuances.
The technology on which its machine translation system is based, that feeds from statistics
and large multilingual corpora such as the UN and the European Parliament, is supposed to
reflect the gender divide in society, including men’s and women’s professional quotas, but the
results can show even greater inequalities than in real life.
In 2018 Google introduced a development that showed gender-specific translations in a se-
lection of languages for single words or even short phrases and sentences for fewer languages,
like Spanish, but it was not devoid of a masculine default.
To counteract it, the company launched an update in 2020 based on its neural translation
technology that generates a default translation, rewrites results that are gendered and checks
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for accuracy. Now, translations between different-gender languages like Spanish and English
should offer the feminine and masculine versions, but this is not always the case.
To analyse the gender bias of Google Translate between English and Spanish, we entered
for translation a number of gender-invariable Spanish nouns whose referent’s gender was un-
known due to the omission of pronouns and other particles. In several cases, an invariable
(genderless) adjective was added to the search in order to test for changes.
The sentences were so short that on occasions the pronoun chosen by the engine was
neutral in English (Es demandante>It is demanding, instead of He or she is a plaintiff) and they
were consequently discarded from the study. Since gender results varied with punctuation, all
sentences were capitalised and a full stop added (es colega>is a colleague, but Es colega.>He’s
a colleague.)
Out of the 74 Spanish invariable nouns entered in the “Es + noun” format (He or she is…),
only 4 adopted the feminine form in the English translation (dressmaker, feminist, transgen-
der and transexual) while the rest were invariably masculine, unlike with longer and shorter
sentences, which included both genders. Some gender attributions were unexpected (both
suffragette and beautician were men) and there was one typographical error (antenist*). An-
other unusual mistake was Es agente>Those people (for esa gente), where the space had been
wrongly moved.
TABLE 1. Gender variations of “Es + noun” sentences translated from Spanish
A second search focused on gendered-career nouns whose translation changed while the
word was being written. Either the translation was masculine and/or the engine suggested
its completion in masculine form (Es ingenier…>He is an engineer. Es médic…>He is a
doctor). Masculine seemed to be the default gender regardless of job stereotypes, men and
women’s quotas or alphabetical order (in Spanish all these words end in a for feminine and o
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for masculine).
TABLE 2. Gender suggestions to unfinished personal noun sentences
In the English-Spanish direction, a series of “I am a + noun” sentences was submitted for
automatic translation. All sentences offered a double translation choice, with feminine first (I
am a surgeon.>Soy cirujana./Soy cirujano.) unless an adjective was written before the noun,
in which case the pronoun’s gender seemed arbitrary. For example, both weak and strong
before surgeon were male.
TABLE 3. Gender variations of I am a beautiful + profession noun
English adjectives with gender connotations as taken from the European Institute for Gen-
der Equality guidelines were translated into Spanish and fared better in terms of gender. Most
were translated in both forms or neutrally in Spanish (estridente, hormonal), except frigid,
which was masculine (Soy frígido).
Short sentences involving career nouns in the “Es + noun” form translated from Spanish
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to English by Google Translate offered predominantly masculine translations 95% of the time
while English-Spanish translations written as “I am a + noun”included both genders 57% of
the time as opposed to 19% only female and 24% only male.
Clichéd invariable adjectives translated from Spanish to English were automatically as-
signed masculine gender without an option to choose from, unlike in the reverse language
combination. In plural ungendered forms, Spanish translations were invariably masculine
(Young people>Los jóvenes).
When the basic test sentence was followed by is a man or is a woman, the result only
showed masculine gender, without stating this fact. Thus, The inspector>La inspectora/El
Inspector, but The inspector is a woman.>El inspector es una mujer. Some nouns did not
produce both genders either in the shorter form, like Maoist, fundamentalist or donor, but were
always masculine Only 11% of the sentences in this format were translated in feminine only
(activist, beautician, interpreter, teacher, survivor and suffragette) and the rest in masculine
gender only. By contrast, if the basic sentence is followed by is her, the results appear in both
genders 58% of the times (The member is her.>La miembro es ella./El miembro es ella.), 25%
only masculine and 16% only feminine. Nevertheless, when the list of sentences was entered
together for translation, only one gender was offered and 58% was masculine.
Figure 1. Print screen of Google Translate’s result for The American is her.
Some gender-specific translations appear senseless, since only one of the genders can be
correct as inferred by the pronoun his or her. In the is him version, 64% of the results include
both genders, whereas 35% are masculine and 0,02% are feminine. Therefore, the use of a
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masculine pronoun produced more accurate gender results.
Figure 2. Print screen of Google Translate’s result for The pianist is him.
Despite the recent gender-specific updates to Google Translate having showed an im-
provement in reducing this bias, the service is skewed towards masculine and seems to offer
gender-specific translations unnecessarily when only one gender is correct, as in The pianist
is him.>La pianista es él./El pianista es él.
Google Translate’s English-Spanish machine bias of profession nouns does not match
statistics of the gender division of jobs. In our test, taxi driver, teacher, doctor, lawyer, judge,
professional cleaner and construction worker were all translated in masculine form (wrongly
adding the article un which is not idiomatic in Spanish and sometimes also the unnecessary
personal pronoun yo); only nurse was feminine. According to the National Statistics Office
(INE), in Spain 84% of nurses, 82% of primary teachers (and 98% of infant teachers), 52% of
doctors, 53% of judges and 93% of professional cleaners are women, as opposed to 44% of
lawyers, 8% of construction workers and 4% of taxi drivers. Google Translate seems to apply
masculine default irrespectively when on a list but the translation of individual sentences of-
fered both female and male results, sometimes without a pronoun or article (I am a judge.>Soy
jueza./Soy juez.), which is more appropriate, as in Spanish the indefinite article is not used
before occupations and subject pronouns are rarely used.
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Major recent studies like Prates, Avelar and Lamb’s had already shown that Google Trans-
late underestimates the frequency of female workers and suggest debiasing algorithms that can
potentially be applied at a small cost. Machine translation services need to remove masculine
bias from their algorithms, especially when it comes to occupations, since non-sexist lan-
guage is considered a tool for gender equality that can enable or hinder women’s access and
promotion in the working environment, but offering both genders as the norm in translation
is not a solution when only one can be correct. Training machine translation software to infer
semantic gender from pronouns and word terminations, and applying gender-tagging in main
multilingual corpora could help.
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